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Who receives the automatic allocation of term quota?
All students who have credit hours greater than 0 for the current term/semester.

How much term quota is given?
Term quota can be variable per semester, but for the foreseeable future, it will be $30.

What account is the term quota coming out of?
Term quota funds can be determined per semester, but for the foreseeable future, it is SAX35 – PHAROS STUDENT PRINTING.

What do I do if my student print account balance is zero and I need to print?
You can add personal credit card funds through MyTritonPrint. MyTritonPrint help.

When will a student’s term quota be reset for the next term?
- Scenario 1: A first time student (John) registers for fall semester
  John will receive his fall semester quota 7 days prior to the first day of fall.

- Scenario 2: A student (Bob) is currently registered for summer as well as fall and has used $10 of his $30 quota.
  Bob will continue using his summer quota up until the first day of fall at which time his quota will be reset back to $30.

- Scenario 3: A student (Jake) is currently registered for summer as well as fall and has used $29.50 of his $30 quota.
  Jake will receive his fall semester quota 7 days prior to the first day of fall.
  The threshold to reset consecutively enrolled students quota prior to the start of the next term is currently $1.00. I.e., once a student is within $1.00 of reaching term quota, they will be reset to the next term’s quota 7 days prior to next term start date.

- Scenario 4: It is summer, and a student (Samantha) was registered for spring and is coming back in the fall.
  Samantha will receive her fall semester quota 7 days prior to the first day of fall.

When will a student’s term quota be removed?
Students taking classes consecutively through spring, summer and fall will see no interruption in term quota.

Students not registered for the next consecutive term will have their current term quota removed the first day of the next term.